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FOREWORD

A SIGNIFICANT TRANSITION CAN BE OBSERVED IN THE CULTURE
CONSUMPTION HABITS OF PEOPLE NOWADAYS.

We

get tempted to follow a perfect quality live-streaming lying on the sofa,
accompanied by a glass of wine, instead of buying a ticket, surviving the traffic
jam and parking search, returning late from a concert hall. Sometimes we make a
call between a light theatre play and a profound classical piece in an elegant hall –
decision pattern will differ by culture, by gender, by age and above all by mood. Instead
of the good old posters or leaflets we gain information online, while newsletters and
ads are more and more tailored to our personal tastes and interests.

What

do European cultural service-providers experience? Are they compelled
to adapt to the alternated demand in order to stay competitive in activating the
narrowing consumer segment? Is it narrowing or rather changing? Have they moved
from regular sales to involvement of people? Are they looking into utilizing digital
tools and technologies to the industry’s specific needs? How do they imagine the
product called ‘experience’ to be communicated in the future?

The survey was set in two phases:
•
•

2014 October-December: qualitative one-on-one professional interviews by
phone with marketing executives of prominent European concert halls
2015 February-March: quantitative online query among European cultural
institutions

We are delighted to share with you the summary and conclusions. We hope you
can use these insights and observations to benchmarking your local specialties and
realities.

Key learnings were first published at Classical:NEXT 2015 Conference in May 2015,
Rotterdam.

WE HOPE YOU FIND THIS SUMMARY

USEFUL AND RELEVANT FOR YOUR WORK.

Our

aim with CULTURE.CRANE SURVEY 2015 was to map the experience
of European culture-providers, to gain understanding of the marketing and
communication challenges they face as well as the desires and requirements they
have to address those.
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SUMMARY
Despite of the varying functionalities (concert hall, cultural center, conference and

concert hall, theatre, etc.), financing structures and cultural specialties of institutions,
responses have shown commonalities in customer behaviour and demands, in
marketing and sales challenges and practices if not strategies applied to address
them.

Seemingly biggest challenge is to stay competitive among increased number of
cultural program offers, reaching out to new audiences that require different mindset
- message, channels and approaches. To cope with such uprising marketing and
sales tasks successfully cultural institutions have opportunities to apply existing tools
from other industries that are already proven effective is similar business situations.

With the survey we aimed to provide a snapshot of trends and challenges by
talking to its top representatives rather than presenting learnings about the cultural
marketing sector based on a representative sample.

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

”CULTURE IS THE MIRROR OF THE
WORLD” - CULTURE CONSUMPTION
HABITS SHOW SIGNIFICANT
CHANGES ALREADY WITHIN
A PAST FIVE YEARS PERIOD.
The expanded variety of programs results in changes how people select. Nowadays
the choice between concerts and musical compositions is preceded by selection
among the type of cultural programs such as different genres of art, performances,
etc. First program type is decided followed by the call between available concerts.

As a result - other than subscriptions or ensuring tickets for a star performer culture-visitors tend to buy tickets less in advance, in parallel ratio of online ticket
purchasing show a continuous growth.

Diversifying demand also has an impact on the artists – ‘artist-life-cycles’ seem
to be shortening. As one of the respondents pointed out ‘there is an unceasing
appetite for new stars, while complaining about missing established, acknowledged
performers’.

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

AUDIENCE GAP – AGING CORE
VISITORS VERSUS DIGITAL
CONSUMERS.
It is a constant headache for marketers whether by the aging of core target audience;

classical audience is dying out or not. So far it has never happened, new generation
has come and filled empty seats again and again. But the new, digital generation
cannot be handled with same strategies and tools, while both segments have to
serviced accordingly.

Due to the age of core classical target, printed communication (brochures and
magazines, ads) are kept on the palette, but online channels (website, social media,
etc.) have already made it to top 3 information sources. The noteworthy online
channels’ usage growth has not happened on the account of other media mix
elements, but additionally.

Difference is also experienced in the behaviour: ad hoc, short term decision - not

subscriptions, immediate online feedback – not personal at ticket office, digital
content consumption – not CDs any longer.

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

GOING DIGITAL IS NOT AN OPTION:
INFORMATION SOURCES AND
CHANNELS ABOUT CULTURAL
PROGRAMS HAVE CHANGED
SIGNIFICANTLY IN PAST YEARS.
The reach of target audience via online means has significantly increased versus
some years ago. Furthermore to “We make all printed content available online as
well” – an approach claimed by some executives, online channel has much more
into it: it is functioning as source of information about programs, insights about
performers and recently it also provides a culture-consumption option by streaming
and webcasts.

Trend shows that music streaming is becoming a basic function on mobiles, even
replacing online radios. The importance of online platforms and content is recognized
by dedicated marketing personnel – in different set-ups, but nearly all halls have
dedicated personnel for digital.

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

IMAGE COMMUNICATION AND NEW
STRATEGIES IN THE QUEST FOR
NEW AUDIENCES.
Desired key achievement for the near futurefor

marketers is growing audience –
that translates into planned actions like image campaigns, moving more to digital,
rethinking content of publications, brand refreshment that at end of the day results
in ticket sales.

Respondents of the survey are occupied with finding ways to younger or additional

targets. The main tasks of image communication - as claimed by the majority - are
to dismantle barriers of accessibility, communicate diversity and bringing the brand
closer to the youth. Some has success with new program profiles: “We discovered
that debates are bringing young audiences to the hall which otherwise never would
have come.” When asked about strategies that seemed to work well, executives
have listed, as per priorities: 1. customer-driven marketing 2. new program types 3.
digital tools and channels – such as Facebook, Google platfroms, Instagram and
newsletters.

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

NEW TOOLS AND PLATFORMS
ARE REQUIRED TO BRIDGE
GENERATION GAP.
Going digital is not an option. Institutions and marketers judge themselves to

be ahead of their audience digitally (taken as average, given that larger part of
respondents clearly divides their audience to older core target and young who
represent two extremes in digital development). On average they are using a
minimum of six different online tool or platforms Live streaming is considered as an
opportunity to involve new audiences), but experiences are mixed – greater number
of halls are either having budget or demand barriers.

Same approach and tools are recognizably not sufficient to address new, digital

audience that require interaction, differentiated online content rather than printed
publications, peer recommendation and sufficient online information to make a call
for ad hoc cultural program selection. Survey pointed out that still more than half
of participants have above 55% of their publications printed. Furthermore, primary
audience feedback source is ticket office, while online purchase is responsible for on
average 30-50% of all ticket sales, steadily growing.

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

BIG DATA IS THERE, BUT NOT
NECESSARILY SYSTEMIZED AND
LEVERAGED.
Tools that are widely used in other industries – such as automotive or telecom

– are not utilized in cultural institutions, but by now they have recognized the need
for integrated databases or CRM (customer relationship management) systems.
The reason behind that is on one side the desire to be able to measure sales and
marketing effectiveness.

All of them have their own ways to learn feedback on activities (varying from various

reports to business intelligence tools) but with very few exceptions, these tools are
not integrated with other systems (ticketing, accounting, etc.) making it difficult, if not
impossible, to compare data and have integrated, single-source business reports.
“Like the music notes on the staves all having their place and function when played
altogether they become music – this is how a good CRM system writes ‘music’ from
all the different data.”

Marketers also would like to better understand and observe the activity of the

audience in order to respond with customized offers. Surprisingly, even if databased
are used for campaign retargeting or segmenting newsletter targets, they are not as
widely utilized for promotional planning or campaign efficiency tracking.

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

CHALLENGED MARKETERS SALES OBJECTIVES OVERRULE
COMMUNICATION TARGETS.
Even though greater part of participants fights accessibility problems and prejudices

when aiming to attract younger audience, communication focus is on programs to fill
seats night by night. Asked about key communication objectives, majority selected
image/branding versus e.g. sales activation, which does not correlate directly with
the success criteria set for their marketing activities: such sales measures as number
of sold tickets, hall occupancy or number of visitors.

Not to mention the lack of benchmarks, given qualitative image factors are not

widely measured, while majority of respondents has less than 10 % of their marketing
budget allocated to support number one communication objective that is image
communication.

Survey has shown that key source of feedback from audience for marketers is still

ticket sales and ticket office (45% of respondents), other 45% do not measure – thus
only few institutes can afford research or do their own surveys. There is a demand for
trend-watch and benchmark setting research both at international and local levels.

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

CULTURAL TOURISM OFFERS
OPPORTUNITY TO BUILD ON.
Cultural tourism offers opportunity to build on. Nowadays, when distance becomes
relative and audience is only one click away from any cultural scene of the world,
more attention should be given to such disregarded market area.

According to the European Union, “tourism, and especially cultural tourism in a
broader sense,..... deserve priority attention”. At the same time “the cultural tourism
market in Europe is therefore becoming increasingly competitive. A growing number
of cities and regions in the European Union are basing their tourism development
strategies on the promotion of cultural heritage, and the number of cultural attractions
is growing rapidly.” (1)

This was verified by 70% of respondents who claimed cultural tourism to be
important for their institution, being responsible for 10-20% of their yearly visitors.
Opportunity is raising hands here though, as surprisingly 63% of asked executives do
not allocate marketing budget for (cultural) tourists at all.

(1) Greg Richards (1996, ed.) Cultural Tourism in Europe. CABI, Wallingford

KEY LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN MARKETING
IS THE ANSWER FOR ACHIEVING
BOTH LOYALTY AND ACQUISITION.
There are various ways cultural institutions deal and treat most loyal customers

– from Friends’ programs to loyalty schemes, varied with patronage. Nearly all
have in common the dual objective of maintaining / strengthening loyalty as well
as acquisition of new audiences. Other industries have already recognized that
customer-driven sales and marketing is the winning approach in creating advantage
versus competition. Customers are bombed with advertising and offers. Delivering
relevancy slowly but surely differentiates and builds bonding.

Being listened to, receiving tailor-made offers and experiencing special treatment,

in the end results in preference, dedication and even advocacy. Also need to keep
in mind that by now, customers became much more conscious about their data
provided: once gave out information, they expect a service in return – so data
processing and application seem not to be an option any longer, rather a demand. As
promptly summarized by one of the respondents: ”Art should have an impact before,
during and after the event, even on the people who do not visit the event itself.”

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS

WHAT IS ON THE WISHLIST?
For an ideal situation marketers would require more people in their teams (more
motivated and qualified, dedicated to digital or loyalty areas), more digital tools
(advanced websites, applications, CRM) to better interact with their audience,
influence on programming and international research (benchmarking and knowledge
sharing).

LISTEN TO YOUR MARKETERS IN
PROGRAM-DECISION!
Repeatedly a common issue was pointed out during the survey: culture marketers’
level of influence on programming. Certainly some are consulted in the matter (40%
of respondents), but not as an influencer – but almost half of respondents, who are
not involved at all believe that their suggestions for programming could be beneficial
in order to reach goals. They wish that their recommendations deriving from audience
feedback, data analysis and personal experience are better listened to.

“CULTURE BRINGS CULTURE,
KNOWLEDGE BRINGS KNOWLEDGE.”

- as pointed out by one of the respondents. Marketing executives are keen to learn
from each other - would welcome an international professional forum to exchange
experiences with others.

APPENDIX

In order to provide helpful background data and at the same time to respect

confidentiality matters, in the appendix charts concert halls are referred to randomly
by numbers.

CHART #1: RATIO OF ONLINE TICKET SALES (VERSUS OFFLINE)

CHART #2: DIGITAL COMPETENCE
RANKING (FROM 1 TO 6) BY RESPONDENTS
HOW DIGITAL
RESPONDENT IS?

HOW DIGITAL HALL IS?
HOW DIGITAL AUDIENCE IS?

CHART #3: USAGE OF DATA ANALYSIS

retarget your campaigns
/ promotions

plan promotional activity
(e.g. calculate required
reach to achieve sales
target)

create segmented
newsletter

create personalized
content newsletter

CHART #5: WHAT IS ON THE WISHLIST?

optimize website /
online content

track campaign
efficiency

CHART #4: PROVEN-EFFECTIVE TO ATTRACT NEW AUDIENCE

digital tools and channels

new program types

customer-driven marketing

new venues - going to locations
where new public is

spend more
on
advertising
to build
image

spend more
on
advertising
to push
sales

invest in
digital tools

have more
impact on
programming

have
customer
data-based,
segmented
communication

get a fully
integrated
CRM system

increase
online
presence

invest in new
types of
programs

spend to
attract more
tourists

other

CHART #6: WHAT HAS CHANGED IN THE CULTURE
CONSUMPTION HABITS?

greater supply of program
offers available for the same
audience

shorter period between ticket
purchase and the program

changing demand of audience
for program types or
performers

altering sources of information
about your programs

other

CHART #7: ESTIMATED INFORMATION SOURCES
OF THE AUDIENCE VERSUS THE CHANNELS
USED TO COMMUNICATE TO THEM
RANKING OF CHANNELS AUDIENCE IS BELIEVED TO GET INFORMATION FROM

THE
ART OF

CRM

RANKING OF CHANNELS APPLIED TO REACH TARGET AUDIENCE
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/culture-crane
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